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These poems were written between April 2018 and December 2018 
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia and most were originally published on-line 
at thesilverpepperofthestars.wordpress.com.  The a lyrical interlude 
section is a collection of seven song lyrics written on a Tuesday 
afternoon in July, with slight revisions afterwards, that seem to 
wander about in themes similar to that of the poems in this volume:  
reflection, the past, the nature of time, and above all the nature of 
dreams that provide hints of insights in these directions, upon 
waking.   
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For the lost and found 
 
For those who no longer plead innocent  
but now plead insane 
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- the suitcase of magic and pain - 
— I who can throw so little away —  
… pause … glimpse the silhouette …  
(nothing much has changed)  
(obviously blowing wasn’t my strong suit)  
(our favourite was Puppet on a String) 
(preparing, perhaps – I’m ready for my close up)  
~ and so I opened my voice  
1,222 
a beautiful xylophone, 
a briefly cherished soccer ball  
a cake with a file in it 
a Cohen shaped hole in the east wall  
a day can unfold 
a falling on the feet  
a handful of fingerprints sprinkled across  
a handful of semi-secular prayers 
a high keening vocal 
a hint, a clue  
A life among the inflatables  

a lyrical interlude 
a newborn cries 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a prayer: thank goodness 
a reaching 

a resumption of vers libre 
a slink across a space  
a slow leak  
a slurry of  
a surprise message 
a time of letting go 
a time of waiting  
a toddler’s ecstatic delight dance  
a visual reminder of unmoving 
a way out of humanity’s collective mess ! 
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a weak spot to reappear  
a willow tree sanctuary had to be ripped out  
accumulating in  
across the plains into the setting sun 
across the shrouded plains  
across the smoky mirror  
across the swamp of time ! 
across the veiled mountains  
action and object 
actually produced something amounting to history 
after all 
again ! 
!again ! 
!again ! 
again the rain  
against itself 
all I seem to accumulate now  
all is unfolding 
all other externals  
all those days I spent  
all those days I spent  
all those days I spent  
all those nights I spent 
all those nights I spent 
all those nights I spent 
all those nights I spent 
all those nights I spent 
all those nights I spent 
alongside the poet, 
also it might be worse 
alternating boldness and limpness 
always reaching 
always reaching 
always reaching 
and abandonments 
and april showers 
and back into shadows 
and blue stars 
and breathe normally 
and bursts of speech and 
and caressed 
and children’s games 
and confidence in doubt  
and distillations of import 
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and echoes of  
and encircling  
and every walk away  
and ferocity of drum  
and flick a smile 
and gathered seeds 
and gets back on the bus  
and grab for a passing tune 
and gradually there were songs that people liked,  
and gradually there were songs that were asked for 
and gradually there were songs that were asked for 
and guidance  
and how to walk away 
and how to walk away 
and I waltz in the rain 
and I waltz in the rain 
and I waltz in the rain 
and I was the one who slipped away  
and in the rain,  
and in the rain, in the rain, in the rain  
and in time an initiation into  
and in time the voices rise  
and it’s way too long 
and it’s way too long 
and its magnetic pull 
and lay it next to  
and let the demons get on and ride us  
and lodge in our story 
and neither one a floater 
and never reaching  
and never reaching  
and never reaching  
and on finding  
and on finding  
and outbursts of insight  
and rattling the windows 
and read the history of Spain 
and read the history of Spain 
and rejoice in the reaching  
and rejoice in the reaching  
and rejoice in the reaching 
and rested  
and rising greens  
and roaming bones 
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and said hey, you fellas might like this,  
and sainted songs  
and saintly socks  
and sang her song  
and saw the west wall had been demolished 
and setting adrift 
and shattering its mirror  
and she sang like a morning lark  
and slowly notice was taken 
and smoothed  
and snarling  
and so it was that an urge for song  
slowly grew within the adolescent, alongside the writer, 
and so much to mourn 
and so vague 
and sometimes we turn our backs  
and spent many a happy hour  
and sprinkled thoughts 
and squeeze a tear  
and still have so little 
and strolling homes 
and suddenly the brothers were Beatle fans, 
and that’s the groove 
and that’s the groove 
and the autumn sunset light settling lightly 
and the beauty of the unstrange  
and the beauty of the unstrange  
and the coloured girls go  
and the coloured girls go  
and the coloured girls go  
and the days to begin with a smile 
and the innocence of cinnamon toast  
and the leap into a world of technique  
and the lightest of oranges  
and the result of the boldness is to 
and the show must go on  
and the show must go on  
and the show must go on  
and the silhouette of photographs  
and the voices of the future 
and the voices that I savour  
and the wisp is free to roam 
and then fall over 
and then paraded down the catwalk 
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and then we found 
and then we found  
and then we found 
and then we found  
and then we found  
and then we found 
and then, just like that 
and there’s more fish in the sea 
and tomorrow night I’ll do the same  
and tomorrow night I’ll do the same  
and tomorrow night I’ll do the same  
and unmutterings  
and vague 
and walk towards the  
and was told I’d have to cut my hair 
and was warned that the sales team would try to trick me 
and we are extended because  
and what comes of  
and what is carved from it 
and when I came home 
and when it grows, 
and when we reach 
and when we reach  
and when we reach each other 
and when we reach for each other 
and yet  
and you keep on playing the same song  
and you keep on playing the same song  
!!and you watch and wait 
and you were claiming it 
angels that we seek 
answer  
apparently I was too old 
arbitrary heavens and necessary hells 
are forming an orderly queue at my door  
are forming an orderly queue at my door  
are lucky enough 
are not monks  
around closing time  
arranged in some !magic and painful alphabet 
art never got anywhere 
as for a noodle in a haystack 
as if taking photographs 
as it spins through its arc  
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as present as television and tidiness was in 
as she sang like a morning lark 
as the object  
as you called me once before 
as you find the years you lived through 
at least we should know what we're building 
atmospheric air pressure  
autobiographical fragment: job interviews 
autobiographical fragment: the academy of early music 
bagpipes (!), recorder  
banging on the doors  
barbarians at the gate 
bearing flashes of promise and delight  
because I was the one who stole away  
from the lighthouse keeper’s daughter  
because it cannot speak; 
because one day dad pulled out an old record of his, 
becomes something of a pattern  
been dancing on a handful of gravel  
been dancing on the back of a clock  
been walking on the fragmentary wind 
behind a carnival of fakes 
behind the haze  
bet a lucky two on aces and eights 
birds of good omen heading back to the nest 
birds of ill omen hovering 
blah blah blah, as the wise one said  
books were the highest calling  
both back and forward 
bounced off cars and were gone,  
bouncing off the walls of  
bouncing off the walls of  
breaching  
breaching  
breaking the fall 
bring on the night so I can dream 
bury the answers in the fertile earth 
but as a family, always we sang: 
we sang around the piano 
but carefully 
but excuse me, I’ve got a bird to catch 
but I believe that if I had realised earlier 
but I no longer plead innocent 
but I was the one who flew away  
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but I was the one who flew away  
but merely as a tool to sing words over  
but other things take many lessons  
but some of us  
but that of  
but then the curtain rises 
but then the curtain rises 
but then the curtain rises 
but what are we building?  
but: 
by alchemy and 
by hanging around  
by people called songwriters, 
that instead of floating out of the  
by someone’s laughter, 
bygone talismans  
bygone talismans of  
bypassed 
call  
call and answer 
caressed into warm life  
carried or placed or hung, 
casting nets and setting traps 
caught you smelling like vegemite 
Cha cha cha 
cha-cha-cha 
cha-cha-cha 
changing the direction of sleep 
chimera of dreams  
choked with smoke and chill 
choosing its cards at random 
cinnamon toast 
Clifton Hill reflections  
clutter of sedentary accumulation 
compressed and flattened 
concentration 
condiments 
congealed unseen in the ears   
conjure halfhearted demons 
conjurer 
contemporary mood: 
Cousins a la masquerade  
create new things in the world  
created in isolation 
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cue the groove  
cut through ! 
dancing in the shadow of dancers  
demons become  
despite our daily search 
distractions 
do they now sit, inert and robbed 
don’t know 
don’t look for Wat Lanka 
don’t try to fool me with the cha-cha-cha 
don’t try to fool me with the cha-cha-cha 
Double down 
double down  
double down  
double down  
double down on zero  
double down on zero  
double down on zero  
double down triple down 
double down triple down 
double down triple down 
doubts of confidence  
dozens of fragments of 
dozens of fragments of 
drifting like slow witted balloons 
drowning in song 
drowning in song 
drum roll 
drunk on song 
drunk on song 
dumb enough to give it a try  
echo  
echo of shadow of lingering smiles 
elseway  
embracing their luggage for comfort  
enumerating myths and legends that are clinging to the sides  
especially the ones that support our prejudices 
everything had to be written to the same tune  
exasperated mutterings 
exposure of their false promises  
fail to recollect that they once did that too  
falling into patterns then 
falling through the gaps between the patterns  
falling to earth 
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fanfare 
fermenting and bottling 
few of us are lucky enough 
Flaneur: Napoleon’s ghost in St Helena 
flicking through the breezes of change  
floating 
floating  
flotsam and jetsam of  
flow like wine  
for angels and guides 
for change don’t you think?  
for instruments to detect 
for public judgement 
for the horizon to clear  
for the overlooked and the  
for the psalms of women !to wash their waves  
for the tiny hopping birds 
forced reassessments 
forestalled good luck, 
forgotten nights 
forty five 
fragments 
friends abruptly vanished  
from one scene to another scene  
from stumbledacross leaps of faith 
from the inside  
from the lighthouse keeper’s daughter  
from the lighthouse keeper’s daughter  
from the lighthouse keeper’s daughter  
from the sadness and the badness and the madness  
from the sadness and the badness and the madness  
from the sadness and the badness and the madness  
furnishing the hiding place  
G sharp from another room  
gaffer tape and  
give me some dirt to stand on  
give me the air to hear my thoughts 
Glass kites on a windless day 
gradually deflating into 
gradually there were songs that were worth sharing,  
grasping at all kinds of straws up until the last 
growing up in private behind our prison walls  
happens 
hard to avoid the sky 
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hard to swallow utopias whole 
have been taken 
headlights only reach 
historical and ever-present air, 
how many of the moments 
how to get there 
humility of the unconsciousness 
hung together 
I do not know  
I dream 
I dream  
I ever wanted to be as a child 
I guess that was the bridge  
I hear across the mirror  
I hear across the mountains  
I hear across the plains  
I hear across the sky 
I know a gunslinger when I see one 
I know how to sing  
I left the ceiling on  
I left the windows wide  
I must do something about it 
I must do something about it 
I no longer plead innocent 
I no longer plead innocent 
I no longer plead innocent 
I see her when I see you 
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you 
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you 
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see her when I see you  
I see they’re offering me premium bollocks again 
I slowly and ignorantly destroyed  
I think I hear  
I think I hear  
I think I hear 
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I think I hear !across the darkening sky 
I was the one who closed the door 
I won another beer 
I wonder what became of those 
if you are the part of me 
if you are the part of me 
if you are the part of me  
if you’re in luck  
if you’re in luck 
Imaginary works with real titles: for FO  
in a sock 
in astonished conversation 
in bonds of blood and melody 
in chorus, in uplift, 
in foreheads and shoes  
in my childhood  
in the corner of my eye  
in the cracks and the corners, 
in the embrace of the crowd 
in the family of song 
in the family of song 
in the glint of a silver chain  
in the hawker’s cry 
in the passing breezes 
in the shadows, still, 
in the urge to the ocean 
in what boxes of archeological detritus 
inadvertent ornithology 
Inchoate chocolate butterflies 
indeed it’s one of the few choices  
innermost heart  
inserted within the  
insisting along  
inspired with a burst to learn guitar while listening to   
instruments eluded me, as I grappled with  
into a devilish cocoon 
into a hypnotic reminiscence 
into fragments of light  
into grief, into family, into the fields, 
into mismatched three-legged races 
invisible lines  
is a melody 
is full of a scattering of 
is instruments and paper and memories  
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is nothing new,  
isolated wisps escape  
!it begins 
!it begins 
!it begins ! 
it can be a long slow passage in despair 
it is 
it seemed strumming the cricket bat  
it’s a catastrophe  
it’s been days since I won a can of beer with a ring pull 
It’s not about balance, it’s about wobble 
it’s not like I think of her only 
it’s not like I think of her only 
it’s not like the dreams are done 
it’s not like the dreams are done 
it’s not like the end has come  
it’s not like the end has come  
it’s not like the nights are lonely 
it’s not like the nights are lonely 
its context stripped with time 
Jimmy, my God, they’re burning down the barn again 
just out of reach  
just when life looked bleakest  
justaroundthecorner  
keep it there, keep it there, 
keep it there, keep it there, 
keep it there, keep it there, 
Kilgore Trout  
la-dee-dah, la-dee-dah 
labouring in hope and vain 
landscape, 
Lane 
last until the morning 
later I was cast as the weird kid  
singing as he walked down the street  
laughter  
leading the way 
left to itself it has  
let me down:  
life is  
like a freshly laundered shirt 
like a Kilgore Trout story 
like a Kurt Vonnegut novel 
like hearts 
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like how to walk away 
like how to walk away 
like in the films,  
like our duty 
like stars 
like the innocence of cinnamon toast 
lingering  
looked up another day and noticed 
looked up one day hearing the retreating footsteps of Dylan  
looks like the deal is off 
lost serious points for attending in a leather jacket  
loved but stupid dogs  
lullabies from mum that I later realised she was rewriting  
from other sources 
lurches in the rafters  
magician rather, 
makes your feet healthy 
making light of every small disgrace  
making plans I’ll never put in place  
making promises to myself along the way  
making promises to myself along the way  
making wagers with myself about the day  
making wagers with myself about the day  
marching down the corridor to Prokofiev, 
maybe because you called me 
maybe there’s another club  
Me and Julio down by the schoolyard  
meanwhile the beer for breakfast crowd  
Melancholy Holly 
metal on metal, door slams shut 
might be better if  
mimicking no doubt the singing,  
the music that soaked the house daily, 
miming to If I needed someone and Lucy in the sky with diamonds 
mix with the voices that are not coming back  
mix with the voices that have come and gone  
mobius strip 
moving from one movie 
moving in regular patterns then 
music as an emotional and spiritual constant,  
must signify an unexpressed desire 
my earliest memories are of music: 
my padded cell of a brain  
my padded cell of a brain  
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negotiating with my memories, moving with the tides 
nine 
nine 
nine 
nine hundred and ninety nine; one thousand; one thousand and one 
nine hundred and ninety nine; one thousand; one thousand and one 
no longer reaches the  
no trickle down on the zero 
no trickle down on the zero 
no trickle down on the zero 
no, pilgrim, begin by saving yourself! 
nor the rush  
not a traffic light? 
not born an athlete, not born for measurement and counting, 
not born for middle management or flipping burgers 
not born to argue or to lead, to paint or to act, 
!not her, not me 
not her, not me 
not her, not me 
not her, not me,  not melancholy Holly 
not his style at all,  
not melancholy Holly 
not really Christmas?  
not with the shouting 
notes were taken 
nothing to follow 
now I plead insane 
now I plead insane 
now I plead insane 
now I plead insane 
occasionally - someone sneaks in  
of always knowing 
of ancient memory and  
of another who is no floater 
of characterisations 
of delightful gestures, 
of good fortune  
of one who is two 
of our collapsed memories 
of photographs  
of quiet celebration  
of redefining and  
of the minds of men;  
of the strands, the threads 
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of their glamorous charm by the  
of things falling apart 
of wisdom 
often you really need less  
old enough to know better  
older now and with  
on account of suburban sewerage works 
on autumnal trees and gliding into  
on how to walk away 
on ordinary days  
on ordinary days of quiet celebration  
on song 
on the lighthouse keeper’s daughter  
on the passing of the father of my friend 
on Wat Lanka Street 
once I interviewed to be a writer of singing telegrams 
once I interviewed to do job training in retail  
once I interviewed to run a warehouse for a shampoo distributor 
once I interviewed to transcribe court proceedings in Cambodia  
once I was interviewed as a waiter in a waterfront café 
once I was interviewed to transcribe at home in Hobart  
once I was interviewed to transcribe Parliamentary proceedings in 
Canberra 
once I was interviewed to work for an internet search results 
aggregator 
one from the list 
one hundred and twenty two 
one jungle at a time  
one jungle at a time  
one of these days  
one of these days  
one point two two 
one thousand, two hundred and twenty two 
one thousand, two hundred and twenty two 
only the moon was free 
only the moon was free 
only the moon was free 
only to hear the cry: 
operadramas  
or a pen  
or at least a replica of one 
or if it goes  
or payment 
or slowly grew away 
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or what it became  
or worse, 
or you encourage the part of me 
or you grow the part of me  
or you inspire the part of me  
or you nourish the part of me  
or you prompt the part of me 
or you urge the part of me 
out across the chequerboard (of days and nights) !on motos under 
skies both dark and bright  
out there to be won  
padded cell, padded cell  
padded cell, padded cell  
padded cell, padded cell  
padded cell, padded cell 
passing gingerly like a shadow  
passing of time and the  
perhaps I am ready 
perhaps the policy has changed  
Phnom Penh couplets 
picking through the heaps  
pinching all our pennies in cages of the past 
place the mask firmly over mouth and nose 
poem 
point one two two 
polished and buffed  
porridge  
pour the water so I can flow  
pour the water so I can flow  
precious little, precious little 
punch-on-the-arm 
pushing on regardless of the rises and the falls  
Ramadan is done  
rarely revisited 
reach  
recent studies show  
reflective memories  
remember: 
repeat and fade,  
reverting to old patterns  
rhythm and melody and shards of living, 
rippled with the drawing night river 
rising  
rising 
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robbing it of its smoke 
rolled into the sea and floated away, 
sam-in-a-box 
sam-in-a-box 
sam-in-a-box 
sam-in-a-box 
sam-in-a-box 
scraps of songs,  
searching for unreasonable reasons 
seemed like a good idea at the time 
seldom are we ready 
Self-portrait with daemons 
send me to sleep so that I can dream  
sending messages 
seventy four, seventy five 
shadow 
shadows 
shadows turn into cats 
shallow breathing and deep sleep 
shattered into 
she held my broken hand like a sparrow 
she sang like a morning lark  
she takes the journey to the border,  
she watches from the shadows 
she watches from the shadows 
should it be warpaint on my brush  
silver and gold and the lightest of blues 
similar dresses  
singing with dad has he drove me to afternoon kindergarten  
six  
six 
sleepwalking through the waking hours, remembering regrets  
sleepwalking through the waking hours, remembering regrets  
slipping between layers of passing night ships  
small moments  
smoldering in cigarettes and  
snips shines  
so far into the fog;  
so I will sit right here 
so I will sit right here 
so much is said 
so run it up the flagpole and see if I smile  
so this is to be  
so this is to be 
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so trying to explore new patterns and then  
soft night silence 
solo: starts as a marimba, 
some days it feels  
some just cannot 
some know how 
some know how 
some know how 
some of these nights would melt your face  
somebody told me about losing the human race  
somebody told me protect your soul 
somebody told me the lines were cut 
somebody told me we are abandoned to our fates  
someone else’s sobs 
sometimes I think they wander  
sometimes we stare our demons down  
song of all stripes wove through  
the family as a kind of binding ribbon,  
sounding  
sounding  
spirit guides and  
stains on the stairs  
stalking us and waiting for  
static 
step by step 
step by step 
sticky  
still betting my best that there’s  
still somehow all that is needed 
still we can remember that fogs lift  
stretch and grasp 
struck through with  
strung as it is between towers of 
such was boyhood  
surfacing like a whale  
swimming in half empty glasses of wine 
sympathetic soil 
take one from the list  
taking tiny snaps  
taking your shoes off for a while 
targets moving  
tchaikovsky 
tested harshly as she called  
than there was before the reach  
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that blur into  
that could not overcome 
that draws me on   
that draws me on  
that draws me on  
!that flow  
that it tried so hard  
that it was enough 
that it was enough 
that makes up a life - 
that may well have been my foundation stone 
that somehow there can be  
that songs were things that were written  
that starts with a gentle  
that the songs may  
that the time was yours  
that was the thing that I could not do 
that we cram into a day  
that we pay a lot of attention 
that we will never see  
that we’d like to join 
that were not there before  
that you remain oblivious to 
that’s the groove  
that’s the groove  
that’s the groove  
the abandoned hopes themselves? 
the action as important  
the air creaks under  
the air/time  
the beauty of the strange  
the beauty of the strange  
the bland where 
the bold tragic triumphs,  
the calling and the answer 
the colour of the day 
the colour of the night 
the echo of the song 
the emphatic rain,  
the first and only thing  
the fleeting  
the Great American Songbook 
the guys I use drive for a living  
the heart picks up its burden  
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The history of Spain  
the homes of my friends and peers 
the innocence of cinnamon toast 
the innocence of cinnamon toast 
The last time I saw Constantinople 
The lighthouse keeper’s daughter  
the line stretches all the way to  
the line stretches all the way to  
the lingering of the taste 
the long slow rolling thunder of distant hearts 
the long slow rolling thunder of distant hearts  
the long slow rolling thunder of distant hearts 
the long slow rolling thunder of distant hearts 
the messages pass 
the past comes calling 
the pinkest of oranges, 
the previous one 
the psalms from the psalter 
the pulse of the story 
the road goes ever on and on  
the shadow of the dance 
the shimmer of the smile 
the skin of a thief, an imposter 
the source, the spring,  
the star crossed inevitabilities 
the thunder  
!the thunderandlightning ! 
the unlimbed lameness, 
the windy moors  
the woman with the river through her name  
the woman with the river through her name  
The woman with the river through her name 
the woman with the river through her name   
the wrinkles and belly  
there bloom 
there is more now between us  
there is no impact 
there you are hiding 
there’s so much to celebrate 
there’s still some more surprises  
they seemed to think I was overqualified  
they were still there, shining bright  
thickening the air and the blood 
things break 
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things fall down  
things fall over 
things stretch and then break  
things were different 
this battered shoebox  
this is where  
this is where  
this is where  
this time at a discount rate  
those of us who are not monks 
three, five, seven, nineteen 
through a basketful of  
stereopticonic hallucinations 
!through channels ! 
!through lapses of concentrated air 
through my padded cell of a brain  
through my soul 
through third parties 
to another movie  
to be enslaved by our tools  
to deal with the inexpressible 
to find ourselves in a story 
to form chronologies, 
to learn so much 
to lullabies and nightsongs 
to make a start  
to make a start  
to make and then destroy is the way of the world  
to make the threelegged race work 
to open hearts  
to open hearts  
to open hearts  
to open hearts 
to our other worlds  
to prove that photographs 
to raise a heart 
to recent studies  
to return to the courtyard 
to roll on down the lime  
to see where it goes  
to synthesise and impersonate 
to teach 
to weep for the world, 
toiling in the vineyards 
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tourists with terrified eyes sit forward in tuktuks 
towards an unknown abundant future 
towards generosity and grace  
towards humility and kindness  
towards the just and the peaceful 
trampling, pressing,  
tried and failed piano, my mum’s perfect pitch  
turns gradually into bagpipes  
twelve point two  
twelve thousand, two hundred and twenty two 
twenty three, twenty four 
twenty three, twenty four, forty two, thirty two 
unbidden unguarantees 
under sun and moon the cha-cha-cha 
under sun and moon the cha-cha-cha 
under the spell of the cha-cha-cha 
under the spell of the cha-cha-cha 
unless you’re travelling First Class 
until the audience has gone   
until the audience has gone   
until the ghosts have all gone away 
until the ghosts have all gone away 
untitled 
unwritten songs are  
unwritten songs are  
upheavals and whispers  
upon sharing 
upon waking 
upon waking 
!upon walking  
using smoke and mirrors to  
variations too sensitive 
via ineffables  
viewing the western world 
vivid 
vivid 
vivid  
vivid 
vivid 
vivid 
vivid and vague 
waiting for permission 
waiting for the fate train  
waiting to kiss tomorrow  
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waking up from crowded dreams struggling to forget  
waking up from crowded dreams struggling to forget  
walk through the jungle 
walk through the jungle 
walking and dancing and walking and dancing 
wanting to kiss tomorrow  
wanting to kiss tomorrow  
was an author: 
was the only way forward…  
we all have our moments of being mistaken 
we are more than the sum of our addictions 
we are more than the sum of our obsessions 
we are unfired clay 
we brush it all under the carpet  
we choose what to notice  
we could caress but we could not heal 
we cry when  
we found  
we found  
we go out smiling in the footlights 
we have left 
we have no other way 
we only try to eat soap once 
we pick up our souls  
we retreat in the night 
we thirst for a guiding hand 
we were caught but we could not uncover 
we’re being dogmatic 
we’re carrying a burden  
we’ve been juggling dynamite 
we’ve been talking tough 
weave in and out of weeks  
Weeping woman unable to afford the latest iPhone upgrade 
were constructed out of the  
what  
what do we know so far?  
what time  
what we could not answer, who we could not be 
what we could not witness, what we could not see 
whatever she wanted 
when a song lands in  
when is a traffic light  
when is Christmas  
when it all makes sense  
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when the best laid plans unfold into 
when the call comes 
when the horizon hides 
when the horizon hides 
when the jump becomes the joy 
when the leaping into faith 
when the wetting of feet  
when we are called 
when we are called  
when we reach 
when we stride like Johnny Appleseed  
when you 
when you think you need more  
where are you headed?  
where do you think?  
where it will  
where nothing is wasted  
where she harvests 
where they may yet be found   
where we can be a hero 
which is a good reason to choose them 
which path, which door  
which side of the coin  
which side of the story 
while experiencing the contrapuntal  
while memories twist into narratives 
while shambles shamble by 
whispering through dreams 
who someone scooped up into a choir audition  
whoever she was  
whoever whatever 
will linger into the night 
Wimmoweh, 
wisps of tune and invisible harmonics that  
with bagpipes duelling with panpipes into the dusk 
with detritis  
with found objects 
with gilded ashes  
!with grace/love ! 
with hurricane smiles 
with just a silhouette;  
with loosened 
with lullaby runners 
with melancholy Holly 
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with melancholy Holly 
with melancholy Holly 
with moving parts  
with or without talismanic assistance  
with pinpricks of light 
with precious few other skills: 
with softened  
with the woman with the river through her name  
with the woman with the river through her name  
with the woman with the river through her name  
with the woman with the river through her name  
with the woman with the river through her name  
with the woman with the river through her name  
with time 
witterings in corners 
wobbling back and forth 
women and children first 
words detach from melodies 
woven into the  
yet it is  
you are not gone 
you are not gone 
you are seen 
you are seen 
you are seen, you are not gone 
you are the arms within my arms  
you are the hands within my hands  
you are the heart within my heart 
you do what I can only name - Frank O’Hara 
you keep on telling the same story 
you keep on telling the same story 
you try to move me with the cha-cha-cha 
you try to move me with the cha-cha-cha 
zero 
 


